Indigenous People Advance a Dramatic Goal: Reversing Colonialism
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/17/world/canada/indigenous-kamloops-graves.html
Fifty years of patient advocacy, including the shocking discovery of a mass burial site at Kamloops, have secured
once-unthinkable gains.
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When an Indigenous community in Canada announced
recently that it had discovered a mass burial site with
the remains of 215 children, the location rang with
significance.
Not just because it was on the grounds of a nowshuttered Indian Residential School, whose forcible
assimilation of Indigenous children a 2015 truth and
reconciliation report called “a key component of a
Canadian government policy of cultural genocide.”
A makeshift memorial to honor the 215 children whose remains
have been discovered near the Kamloops Indian Residential
School in British Columbia, earlier this month. Credit... Darryl
Dyck/The Canadian Press, via Associated Press

That school is in Kamloops, a city in British Columbia
from which, 52 years ago, Indigenous leaders started a
global campaign to reverse centuries of colonial
eradication and reclaim their status as sovereign nations.

Their effort, waged predominantly in courts and international institutions, has accumulated steady gains ever
since, coming further than many realize.
It has brought together groups from the Arctic to Australia. Those from British Columbia, in Canada’s
mountainous west, have been at the forefront throughout.
Only two years ago, the provincial government there became the world’s
first to adopt into law United Nations guidelines for heightened Indigenous
sovereignty. On Wednesday, Canada’s Parliament passed a law, now
awaiting a final rubber stamp, to extend those measures nationwide.
It was a stunning victory, decades in the making, that activists are working
to repeat in New Zealand — and, perhaps one day, in more recalcitrant
Australia, Latin America and even the United States.
“There’s been a lot of movement in the field. It’s happening with different
layers of courts, with different legislatures,” said John Borrows, a
prominent Canadian legal scholar and a member of the Chippewa of the
Nawash Unceded First Nation.
The decades-long push for sovereignty has come with a rise in activism,
legal campaigning and historical reckonings like the discovery at
Kamloops. All serve the movement’s ultimate aim, which is nothing less
than overturning colonial conquests that the world has long accepted as foregone.
No one is sure precisely what that will look like or how long it might take. But advances once considered
impossible “are happening now,” Dr. Borrows said, “and in an accelerating way.”

A Generational Campaign
The Indigenous leaders who gathered in 1969 had
been galvanized by an array of global changes.

MASS BURIALS
How thousands of Indigenous children vanished in Canada.

The harshest assimilation policies were rolled back in most countries, but their effects remained visible in
everyday life. Extractive and infrastructure megaprojects were provoking whole communities in opposition. The
civil rights era was energizing a generation.
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But two of the greatest motivators were gestures of ostensible
reconciliation.
In 1960, world governments near-unanimously backed a United
Nations declaration calling to roll back colonialism. European
nations began withdrawing overseas, often under pressure from the
Cold War powers.
But the declaration excluded the Americas, Australia and New
Zealand, where colonization was seen as too deep-rooted to reverse.
It was taken as effectively announcing that there would be no place
in the modern world for Indigenous peoples.
Then, at the end of the decade, Canada’s progressive government
issued a fateful “white paper” announcing that it would dissolve
colonial-era policies, including reserves, and integrate Indigenous
peoples as equal citizens. It was offered as emancipation.
Other countries were pursuing similar measures, with the United
States’ inauspiciously named “termination policy.”

A classroom at All Saints Residential School
in Lac la Ronge, Saskatchewan, circa
1950.Credit...Shingwauk Residential Schools
Center, via Reuters

To the government’s shock, Indigenous groups angrily rejected the
proposal. Like the United Nations declaration, it implied that
colonial-era conquests were to be accepted as forgone.
Indigenous leaders gathered in Kamloops to organize a response.
British Columbia was a logical choice. Colonial governments had
never signed treaties with its original inhabitants, unlike in other
parts of Canada, giving special weight to their claim to live under
illegal foreign occupation.
“It’s really Quebec and British Columbia that have been the two
epicenters, going back to the ’70s,” said Jérémie Gilbert, a human
rights lawyer who works with Indigenous groups. Traditions of civil
resistance run deep in both.
The Kamloops group began what became a campaign to impress
upon the world that they were sovereign peoples with the rights of
any nation, often by working through the law.

A statue in Toronto of Egerton Ryerson,
considered an architect of Canada’s residential
indigenous school system, was toppled and
defaced during a protest this month. Credit...
Chris Helgren/Reuters

They linked up with others around the world, holding the first meeting of The World Council of Indigenous
Peoples on Vancouver Island. Its first leader, George Manuel, had passed through the Kamloops residential
school as a child.
The council’s charter implicitly treated countries like Canada and Australia as foreign powers. It began lobbying
the United Nations to recognize Indigenous rights.
It was nearly a decade before the United Nations so much as established a working group. Court systems were
little faster. But the group’s ambitions were sweeping.
Legal principles like terra nullius — “nobody’s land” — had long served to justify colonialism. The activists
sought to overturn these while, in parallel, establishing a body of Indigenous law.
“The courts are very important because it’s part of trying to develop our jurisprudence,” Dr. Borrows said.
The movement secured a series of court victories that, over decades, stitched together a legal claim to the land, not
just as its owners but as sovereign nations. One, in Canada, established that the government had an obligation to
settle Indigenous claims to territory. In Australia, the high court backed a man who argued that his family’s
centuries-long use of their land superseded the government’s colonial-era conquest.
Activists focused especially on Canada, Australia and New Zealand, which each draw on a legal system inherited
from Britain. Laws and rulings in one can become precedent in the others, making them easier to present to the
broader world as a global norm.
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Irene Watson, an Australian scholar of international Indigenous law and First Nations member, described this
effort, in a 2016 book, as “the development of international standards” that would pressure governments to
address “the intergenerational impact of colonialism, which is a phenomenon that has never ended.”

Indigenous Children Vanished in Canada
The remains of what are presumed to be Indigenous children have been discovered at the sites of defunct
boarding schools in Canada. Here’s what you should know:
Background: Around 1883, Indigenous children in many parts of Canada were forced to attend residential
schools in a forced assimilation program. Most of these schools were operated by churches, and all of
them banned the use of Indigenous languages and Indigenous cultural practices, often through violence.
Disease, as well as sexual, physical and emotional abuse were widespread. An estimated 150,000 children
passed through the schools between their opening and their closing in 1996.
The Missing Children: A National Truth and Reconciliation Commission, set up as part of a government
apology and settlement over the schools, concluded that at least 4,100 students died while attending them,
many from mistreatment or neglect, others from disease or accident. In many cases, families never
learned the fate of their offspring, who are now known as “the missing children.”
The Discoveries: In May, members of the Tk’emlups te Secwepemc First Nation found 215 bodies at the
Kamloops school — which was operated by the Roman Catholic Church until 1969 — after bringing in
ground-penetrating radar. In June, an Indigenous group said the remains of as many as 751 people, mainly
children, had been found in unmarked graves on the site of a former boarding school in Saskatchewan.
Cultural Genocide’: In a 2015 report, the commission concluded that the system was a form of “cultural
genocide.” Murray Sinclair, a former judge and senator who headed the commission, recently said he now
believed the number of disappeared children was “well beyond 10,000.”
Apologies and Next Steps: The commission called for an apology from the pope for the Roman Catholic
church’s role. Pope Francis stopped short of one, but the archbishop of Vancouver apologized on behalf
of his archdiocese. Canada has formally apologized and offered financial and other search support, but
Indigenous leaders believe the government still has a long way to go.
It might even establish a legal claim to nationhood. But it is the international arena that ultimately confers
acceptance on any sovereign state.

Steps Toward Sovereignty
By the mid-1990s, the campaign was building momentum.
The United Nations began drafting a declaration of Indigenous
rights. Several countries formally apologized, often alongside
promises to settle old claims.
This period of truth and reconciliation was meant to address the
past and, by educating the broader public, create support for further
advances.
A sweeping 1996 report, chronicling many of Canada’s darkest
moments, was followed by a second investigation, focused on
residential schools. Completed 19 years after the first, the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission spurred yet more federal policy
recommendations and activism, including last month’s discovery at
Kamloops.

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau visited a makeshift
memorial near Canada’s Parliament honoring the
children whose remains were found near the
school in Kamloops. Credit... Dave
Chan/Agence France-Presse — Getty Images

Judicial advances have followed a similar process: yearslong efforts that bring incremental gains. But these add
up. Governments face growing legal obligations to defer to Indigenous autonomy.
The United States has lagged. Major court rulings have been fewer. The government apologized only in 2010 for
“past ill-conceived policies” against Indigenous people and did not acknowledge direct responsibility. Public
pressure for reconciliation has been lighter.
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Still, efforts are growing. In 2016, activists physically impeded construction of a North Dakota pipeline whose
environmental impact, they said, would infringe on Sioux sovereignty. They later persuaded a federal judge to
pause the project.
Latin America has often lagged as well, despite growing
activism. Militaries in several countries have targeted
Indigenous communities in living memory, leaving
governments reluctant to self-incriminate.
In 2007, after 40 years of maneuvering, the United Nations
adopted the declaration on Indigenous rights. Only the United
States, Australia, New Zealand and Canada opposed, saying it
elevated some Indigenous claims above those of other citizens.
All four later reversed their positions.
“The Declaration’s right to self-determination is not a unilateral
right to secede,” Dr. Claire Charters, a New Zealand Māori
legal expert, wrote in a legal journal. However, its recognition
of “Indigenous peoples’ collective land rights” could be
“persuasive” in court systems, which often treat such
documents as proof of an international legal principle.

Native Americans marching against the Dakota
Access oil pipeline near Cannon Ball, North Dakota,
in 2017. Credit... Terray Sylvester/Reuters

Few have sought formal independence. But an Australian
group’s 2013 declaration, brought to the United Nations and
the International Court of Justice, inspired several others to
follow. All failed. But, by demonstrating widening legal
precedent and grass roots support, they highlighted that full
nationhood is not as unthinkable as it once was.
It may not have seemed like a step in that direction when, in
2019, British Columbia enshrined the U.N. declaration’s terms
into provincial law.
But Dr. Borrows called its provisions “quite significant,”
including one requiring that the government win affirmative
consent from Indigenous communities for policies that affect
them. Conservatives and legal scholars have argued it would
amount to an Indigenous veto, though Justin Trudeau, Canada’s
prime minister, and his liberal government dispute this.

Near the grounds of the former Kamloops Indian
Residential School. Credit... Jennifer
Gauthier/Reuters

Mr. Trudeau promised to pass a similar law nationally in 2015, but faced objections from energy and resource
industries that it would allow Indigenous communities to block projects. He continued trying, and Wednesday’s
passage in Parliament all but ensures that Canada will fully adopt the U.N. terms.
Mr. Gilbert said that activists’ current focus is “getting this into the national systems.” Though hardly Indigenous
independence, it would bring them closer than any step in generations.
As the past 50 years show, this could help pressure others to follow (New Zealand is considered a prime
candidate), paving the way for the next round of gradual but quietly historical advances.
It is why, Mr. Gilbert said, “All the eyes are on Canada.”
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Max Fisher is a New York-based international reporter and columnist. He has reported from five continents on
conflict, diplomacy, social change and other topics. He writes The Interpreter, a column exploring the ideas and
context behind major world events.
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